
Tommy NorbergNovember 15, 2011HA3) Quality Improvement and Proess Control1. Consider the tensile strength experiment (Setion 4.5.1 and Example 4.12). The �leHardwoodANOVA.m ontains Matlab ode for doing an analysis of variane of the psi-datain Table 4.4. The model in the ANOVA is
yij = µ+ τi + ǫij for {

i = 1, . . . , a = 4
j = 1, . . . , n = 6where µ is the overall mean, τi is the ith treatment e�et, ǫij ∼ N(0, σ2). One of themore ruial prerequisits for the ANOVA is that the variane is the same at eah levelof the fator. Aording to the Minitab analysis displayed in Table 4.7, the samplestandard deviations are 2.828, 2.805, 1.789 and 2.639 in the four sets of data. Is thefat that one of the four is quite distint from the other an indiation that the equalvariane requirement is not ful�lled in this experiment? Explain.2. In the leture a possible ontinuation of the analys of the psi-data is disussed. The�le HardwoodRegression.m ontains Matlab ode for doing a regression analysis of themodel

y ∼ N(β0 + β1x+ β2x
2, σ2)where y the tensile strength at hardwood onentration x. Familiarize yourself withthe ode, and(a) test at level 5%,

H0 : β2 = 0 vs H1 : β2 6= 0(b) examine the ontribution to the regression sum of squares for the 2nd variable x2.3. Control harts for the mean and standard deviation are maintained for an importantquality harateristi. The sample size is n = 6; x̄ and s are omputed for eah sample.After m = 30 samples, ∑i x̄i and ∑

i si are alulated. Set up mean and standarddeviation harts for these data. The proess was in statistial ontrol during thisphase. Plot the mean and standard deviation of the m samples in the ontrol harts.The data �le dataHA3.m ontains the results for the �rst m and the 10 further samples.Plot these new data in the ontrol harts. Is the proess in statistial ontrol? If not,at whih point in time is there a parameter shift?4. Continuation of Problem 3. Calulate an unbiased estimator of the variane σ2 basedon the data from the �rst m samples. Regard this estimate as the true value, whihwe therefore denote by σ2

0
. Then, for eah of the 10 subsequent samples, alulate the

P -value of the test of
H0 : σ = σ0 vs H1 : σ 6= σ0and regard the proess as being out of ontrol, if theP -value is smaller than 0.0027.Compare with the s hart. Whih quality ontrol method, if any, seems to be thebetter?Deadline for solutions to this assignment is Wednesday, November 23, 2011.The Matlab sript �les to be used in Problems 1 and 2 are available on the web ashttp://www.math.halmers.se/Stat/Grundutb/CTH/mve145/1112/HardwoodANOVA.mandhttp://www.math.halmers.se/Stat/Grundutb/CTH/mve145/1112/HardwoodRegression.mParameters and data to Problems 3 and 4 are published at the ourse web pagehttp://www.math.halmers.se/Stat/Grundutb/CTH/mve145/1112/in the �les dataHA3.pdf and dataHA3.m.


